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EDUCATION       University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill   Graduated 12/2014 
        B.A., Journalism and Mass Communication (Strategic Communication) 
        Semester program at Washington Journalism Center, Washington, DC, Spring 2012 
RELEVANT          
EXPERIENCE     Cisco Systems, Research Triangle Park, NC  5/2014 - 8/2014 
        Market Intelligence Intern 
        ◘ Analyzed 90+ alternative sources of intelligence (LinkedIn, Glassdoor, Radian6,  
                    etc.) and recommended the best sources for researching Cisco’s competitors  
        ◘ Researched competitor salesforce-related data and provided analysis of findings  
        in weekly presentations to Americas Sales, Strategy & Planning management 
         ◘ Compiled economic and social data in Excel from 17 Latin American   
        municipality government websites to support market viability decisions 
        
        Piedmont Health Services, Carrboro, NC  8/2013 - 12/2013 
        Student as part of Public Relations Writing course 
        ◘ Researched ACA extensively, created info graphics, FAQs for client’s audience  
        ◘ Created print and media content for website, blog and direct emails 
               ◘ Conducted SWOT analysis and communication audit, brainstormed solutions 
                
        OnPulse, Durham, NC     8/2013 - 12/2013 
        Marketing Assistant    
        ◘ Wrote and edited blog posts, website copy, social media posts and trigger emails 
        ◘ Collaborated with management on target market strategy and pilot programs 
        ◘ Developed understanding of healthcare system and chronic conditions 

        Rivers Agency, Chapel Hill, NC     12/2012 - 5/2013 
        Social Media/Public Relations Intern 
        ◘ Managed Pinterest and Facebook content for largest rug manufacturer in U.S. 
        ◘ Wrote blog posts, drafted press releases, created social media copy using Argyle 

         The News & Observer, Raleigh, NC   5/2012 - 8/2012 
        State Capitol Intern/Garner-Cleveland Record staff writer 
        ◘ Covered United States v. John Edwards verdict 
        ◘ Researched, reported on NC General Assembly bills, fact-checked campaign ads 
        ◘ Produced video content for “Under the Dome,” most widely-read political blog in N.C. 
        ◘ Generated daily articles and front page news for the Garner-Cleveland Record 
   
         The Daily Caller, Washington, DC   2/2012 - 5/2012 
        Politics Intern 
        ◘ Wrote, edited political hard news for the fastest growing news website in U.S. 
        ◘ Covered hearings on the Hill and White House press briefing by the president 
        ◘ Aggregated and prepared articles to post using Wordpress 

SKILLS       ◘ Understanding of internal and external publics, experience with ROPE method  
        ◘ Big picture thinker, able to connect ideas and communicate cohesive messages       
         ◘ Experience with quantitative and qualitative research methods, including MRI,  
        Qualtrics, focus groups and in-depth interviews  
        ◘ Advanced Spanish skills
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